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ChiV\ese Bvdtey·Bies

ave you ever heard

factories, farms, ports and wharfs are being relocated from the
banks of the river to the tops of the gorges.
'the S.IOry. about the
bunerfly that flaps
Also, the dam is supposed ~o improve flood control and navits wings in China
igability of the river for ocean-going vessels, allowing more
cargo to go into and 0111 of central China.
and causes a hurricane in
There is plenty of other coastruction going on throughout
another part ofthe world?
I've heard many variaChina, too. Office buildings are going up like mu hrooms in
Beijing and Shanghai, Those in Be:ijing are very utilitarian, but
tions of that story. but
the new buildings being constructed in Shanghai: are gorgeous
each illu strares the idea
examples of distinctive modem architecture.
that even
the tiniest
What Isaw of the characteristics of the Chinese people leads
change can produce enorme to believe thai. their level of activity is going to 'continue for
mous effects in the future,
some tirne. The Chinese people I met and observed seemed to
After recently visiting
be ambitious. cheerful. optimistic, hard working and killed. In
China, I can assure YOIl
addition, more and more of the Chinese workforce is becoming
thai the butterfly is flapThs, Dr,agon Gates IBridge crosses a 'gorge
ping-s-furiously,
The ,a,pprollim&lely 125 meters abDve the
highly educated, and recent economic reforms have enabled the
changes going on in China water ,of r' 8 YangtzelRinr: InJIJII8 ZOO~. spirit ofentrepeneurship
to nourish.
th water will Ibe faised to, ahsut 10
So
what
does
this
mean
to those of us who are involved in
are having an enormous :metars above wher,s the top ,oftha ibrid'ga
manufacturing in the rest of the worldf It's hard to tell what will
impact
on the world. now islands..
happen when a butterfly flaps its wings,
Those IQfus in manufacturing should coasiderthose changes
I know a number of gear manufacturers who have form d
and how they could affect us and our companies down the line.
relationships with one or more Chinese companies. Some are
Most IQfus have known for some time that the butterfly is
buying their blanks from overseas. Some are importing rough
flapping in China. But it wasn't until Iwent there and aw some
gears from China and are finish-grinding them here. Other. are
of the activity my elf that m realized the butterfly weighs about
producing gears in China. Today's manufacturing world is
500 pound .
becoming
one without borders, Things that happen in one area
For example, China has building projects that. dwarf anyof the world can have a huge impact. in other area. Tho epeothing ever done ..One of the best examples is the Three Gorges
pie who are best able to think globally today may be be table
Project on the world's third langei river. the Yangtze.
to compete globally tomorrow.
Through this project, the Chinese government is building
In the end. it. may tum
what will be the world's largest hydroelectric dam. The concrete
out that the butterfly is not in
structure will tower 61.0 feet (l 86 meters) above the Yangtze.
China after all. Perhaps it's
The 1.3 mile-wide dam will raise the water level by 175 meters,
ill another region of the
creating a reservoir from Yichang City in Sandouping to
world
altogether.
Then
Chongqing-a
distance of 400 miles (more than 600km).
again, perhaps it is you who
The Three Gorge Project began in 1.993 and is uppo ed to
be completed by 2009. This year, in June, they will be raising
are the butterfly, and it's the
small change
you make
the level of the water behind the dam by .135 meters.
today-including
paying
When complete, the Three Gorges Dam will contain 27 ..15
attention to the global econmillion cubic meters of concrete, more than twice as milch conomy-that
will have a big
crete as the Itaipn Dam on the Parana River between Brazil and
impact on your future.
Paraguay .. Thai. dam 1.1 ed 12.8 million cubic meters and is currently the world's large t hydroelectric dam. The Grand Coulee
Dam. America' large t, u ed 9.2 million cubic meters.
The Three Gorges Dam will u e 26 turbine generators to produce up to ].8,200 megawatts of electricity. That's more electricity than a dozen nuclear power plants.
When the river is fully dammed, 1.3 citie , 140 towns and more
Michael Goldstein, Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
than ],300 vill~ges will be submerged, Consequently, nearly 2
million people andlhou ands IQfhouse, apartment , businesses,
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